Summetor is an operator used in the mathematics to calculate the special numbers like binomial coefficients and combinations of group elements. It has many applications in algebra, matrices like calculation of pascal triangle elements and pascal matrix formation, etc. This paper explains about its functions and properties of N-summet-k. The result of variation between N and k is shown in tabulation.
Introduction
Summetor was firstly introduced in research article, "Jeevan-Kushalaiah Method to Find the Coefficients of Characteristic Equation of a Matrix and Introduction of Summetor" by the authors Neelam Jeevan Kumar and Neelam Kushalaiah [1] . The Summetor operator name is taken from "sum" operator. Summetor operation is "Sum of all positive integers form one to n". N-summet-k: Sum of all positive integers summeted k-times progressively.
N-summet-k is ( Figure 1) . N is the real number or complex number. It must symbolize in Uppercase english letter only. k is the real number. It must symbolize in lowercase english letter only. is Summetor operator symbol. Tale end "+" represents "summation".
Example:
Properties:
Tabulation and Graph

Tabulation
In the given Table 1 , N is taken on vertically and k is taken on horizontally. The result of N-summet k is given with variable N from −9 to 15 and variable k from −3 to 10. N is positive value. The tabulation is the heart of Nsummet-k. In Table 2 , elbow arrow between 6.4 and 10 proves Table 1 . N-summet-k values, where N = −9 to 0 and k = −3 to 9. +1  +2  +3  +4  +5  +6  +7  +8  +9   0  0  1  −9  36  −84  126  −126  84  −36  9 But most commonly used formula to calculate
−3 −2 −1 N↓/k↔
The dotted inclined lines shows Pascal triangle
Graph
Note: Taking ( )
where R > 0 and x is any integer or number or equation (Figures 2-4) .  Proof-1: N < 0, N is any non fractional real number. Assume N = −1. From Equation (i.c) we get
From Equations (i.a) and (i.c) gives ( ) 1 
! −
Observe the tabulation, the N-summet-k value is 0. where k varies from 0 to n in R.H.S and r varies from −1 to n−1 in L.H.S A set, S has n-elements. The number of k combinations can be calculated by using Equation (ii) Equation (ii) also gives combinations i.e., n C k , k varies from 0 to n formulated with N-summet-k.
Advantage of N-Summet-k
The computational time taken to calculate n k       when n k  , k > 0 is much higher than that of (n − k) k
The computation taken to calculate ( )
The computation taken to calculate
Pascal's Matrix
The Pascal matrix [5] - [8] is an n × n dimension infinite matrix containing the binomial coefficients as its elements. The Pascal matrix generation is the matrix exponential of a special subdiagonal or superdiagonal matrix. The Three Pascal Matrices are Upper Triangular Matrix (U n ), Lower Triangular Matrix (L n ) and Symmetric Matrix (S n ). Symmetric Matrix is product of Lower Triangular Matrix and Upper Triangular Matrix. The m is the values of Subdiagonal or superdiagonal elements and lies between −∞ and +∞. 9 × 9 Pascal Matrices (U n , L n and S n ) represented rows as i = n = 9 and column as j = n = 9.
For positive values of diagonal elements, the Pascal matrices are
Upper Triangular Matrix, (U n )
Upper triangular matrix is formatted with exponential matrix containing superdiagonal elements. 
Lower Triangular Matrix, (L n )
Lower triangular matrix is formatted with exponential matrix containing subdiagonal elements. 
